Shin Shin Makes Dreams Come True

I still remember the day as a fifth grade student when I was informed
by the school that I was awarded a scholarship from the Shin Shin
Foundation. When I heard the news, I wrote my biography and an
article about my dream of becoming a teacher. Now my dream is
closer to becoming a reality. I am attending college at Anhui Normal
University and working towards my dream. As an underprivileged
student born in impoverished areas, I am very excited about the
opportunity to attend college and cannot express my gratitude and
appreciation more to Shin Shin.

Perspective from a US volunteer
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By Ms. Shi - Shin Shin student in Anhui, is now
a freshman at the Anhui Normal University
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By Miranda Chien-Hale, ݠݠဎώڗࠒߝؓڞօৱၥஉଋੲ, a US volunteer who was a teaching assistant for
the Hunan ECTT (English/Computer Teachers Training) program

I have truly been inspired by the teachers of Shin Shin schools and their dedication for improving
their teaching skills. Shin Shin has provided the opportunity for teachers to enhance their English
skills and share their knowledge with others which enables them to make a difference.
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Closing the Information Technology Gap between Urban and
Rural Areas in China ఀ߬ىϽџᕻ࠲໐ఀᏰ৯ຽ
A Letter from Jilin Shin Shin School ӡݠݠݓωᏰ߬پޟ

Government Officials
Appreciates the Value of
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Improving our educational environment, as well as improving the quality of our teachers has
always been the primary focus of the Jilin School. From 2008 through 2009, with the aid of
Shin Shin Foundation's donations, we were able to provide a new playground, library,
computer room, 44 computers, desks and chairs for both teachers and students. In 2010
and 2011, Shin Shin Foundation continued to support us with a slide projector, computer
projector, and generous funding for us to purchase additional computers, printers, and 600
books to add to the library. Students learn how to use various modern digital tools first-hand
in computer classes, triggering their own imagination and creation beyond traditional
classes. Teachers, thru Shin Shin's computer training program, realize the importance of
digital technology for classroom learning and begin to apply them in their daily teaching
activities. All of our students are now quite proficient in Information Technology where 85% of
the students at our school know how to operate a computer, 40% know how to create a
By Mr. Cui, Jilin Overseas Chinese Affairs Office
simple PowerPoint slide, and some can even design a simple web page.
To Distinguished President Ting and
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Board Members:
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Since 1997, Shin Shin Foundation has
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the Jilin Province. Over the years, Shin
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improvement projects and provided
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education training to the Shin Shin
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teachers in Jilin. The people in Jilin will
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always remember the contributions you
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have given to them.
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On behalf of the Jilin government
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Overseas Chinese Affairs Office, I would
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like to extend my sincere appreciation to
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you and the Shin Shin Foundation.
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Message from a TsingHua University student who participated in the University Outreach Program Ι՝఼σᏰҡޟཐِ

During the 20+ days I worked with a Shin Shin school, I repeatedly asked
myself if I could do their job and give up my current life to be a teacher in a
underdeveloped, poor, rural school. The answer is no, I couldn't do it. That
reality check has made me respect the teachers even more and appreciate
their true leadership to make China a better country!
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A New Approach ϚӣޟПԒ
By Jun Lu, volunteer for University Outreach Program from Synopsys Inc. in Beijing
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When I volunteered during the summer in a class at a Beijing Shin
Shin school, we encouraged students to ask questions which was
a different approach from their regular classes. In speaking with
the headmaster and teachers, they indicated the kids were more
eager to learn more about global events since it was a rare
opportunity. The open approach has proven to be very meaningful
and positive supplement to their current teaching style.
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ECTT in Action!!ഺཎޟკၐ
By Teacher Ma - a Shin Shin teacher who attended the 2011 ECTT Training in Ganshu ℎՙࣸԠᑪ߆໐ݠݠωᏰ಼Ղৱ

July 24, 2011 was a very memorable day. My colleague, Teacher Yuan encouraged me to lend a
helping hand to a stranded tourist from Australia named Jenny. I accepted the challenge with
excitement, but at the same time was a little concerned about my fluency in English. When I met Jenny,
the tourist from Australia, at her hotel, she was in shock from a recent traumatic experience. I told her
that I was a Shin Shin volunteer and we would take care of her until she was scheduled to leave the
next day. The English skills I learned through my training with Shin Shin helped me communicate with
Jenny much more effectively. Immediately, I saw the relief on her face. I took care of logistics and
invited a few ECTT teachers to join us for dinner. When we said good-bye, she gave me a big warm
hug and told me how lucky she was to be helped by Shin Shin volunteers. No words can truly describe
how I felt at the moment as I was watching her cab drive away. Shin Shin has enabled me to make a
difference. I experienced first hand what it is like to help others, and I utilized what I learned in the
training program. Shin Shin has brought hope to all the teachers in China's rural area.

Teacher Ma is on the Right
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Perspective from a China Volunteer ѕٵဎώཐِ
By Qing Bai, Shin Shin volunteer in China
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I'm a true believer in Shin Shin's vision and mission. I believe education is a long-term commitment and
especially appreciate Shin Shin's continuous support and ongoing contribution to their schools. This is
the reason Shin Shin receives a lot of support and recognition from Overseas Chinese Affairs Office and
Chinese government leaders. As a Shin Shin representative in China, I visited many Shin Shin schools
this year and witnessed the facility and quality improvements of the teachers and education system. I
was pleasantly surprised to find that the Shin Shin teachers had not only organized training programs to
share what they learned with their peers, but also expanded it to other neighborhood schools.
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